Abstract-This paper describes the design and analysis of a Microstrip Reflectarray Antenna (MRA) with Minkowski shape radiating element at frequency of 11 GHz. This structure has been analyzed and compared with the traditional reflectarray element (square element patch). It is found that this antenna array has lower sidelobe level (SLL) characteristic which is down to −25 dB. This MRA has maximum realized gain of 29.6 dB with half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of 3.7 • . The validation for the proposed MRA is done by comparing the simulated and measured E-plane radiation pattern. A very good agreement is found from the comparison between simulation and measurement.
INTRODUCTION
The need for high-gain antenna is essential and unavoidable since it plays a vital role in a long distance wireless communications. Conventionally, the application for most radar and long haul communication that requires such a high-gain antenna has relied on parabolic reflectors or arrays [1] . In certain cases, the parabolic reflector is difficult to manufacture due to its curved surface especially at higher microwave frequencies for satellite applications [2] . In addition, active or passive phased arrays may contribute to the complexity and losses on the antenna itself because of the existing of the power division transmission lines and any other electronic devices being attached to it [3] . As a result, a third type of antenna which is called "microstrip reflectarray" has been developed gradually to make less severe problem associated with either parabolic reflector or the conventional array, thus providing a higher efficiency.
Phase compensation is essential in designing reflectarray. It is very important for reflectarrays to have behavior just like a conventional parabolic type of reflector which will focus and reflect the particular rays towards intended position or receiver (horn antenna). Otherwise, reflectarray will have the same behavior as a normal metal plate or ground plane where it will scatter the rays away from the receiver. Therefore, all elements on the reflectarray plane are required to be specifically designed with the appropriate phase because the incident wave will propagate and presents a different phase from one element to another.
There are a few kinds of phase compensation methods available for the fixed-beam reflectarray such as using open-circuited stubs [4] , variable patch size [5] , slot-loaded ground plane [6] , slot-loaded patch [7] and the usage of electronic components [8] . Stubs produce some dissipative losses as well as spurious radiation when it is being bent. Besides, an extra space or room should be reserved for the opencircuited stub on the reflectarray layout. The method as suggested in [6] may produce a backward radiation, which is the reason why [7] had been proposed to reduce as well as overcome those backward radiations. However, method in [7] has limited phase variation because of due to its patch size. The integration of electronic components in one patch as proposed in method [8] may contribute many losses and complexity so bad that it is very hard to analyze especially when applied to arrays at millimeter-wave frequency [9] . In this work, a method of patch with variable size is used because of the benefits stated in [10] , and it is expected to be better than other methods.
All the phase compensation methods that have been mentioned above were using square or rectangular patch as their array elements which are assumed as not good enough to be employed in the reflectarray design. The sidelobe level (SLL), realized gain (dB) and phase-shift ( • ) are among the concerns in the design considerations. Therefore, in this work, avoiding complexity and losses at the millimeter-wave frequency as well as other consequences of the conventional shape radiating element is the rationale for developing a novel configuration of the passive reflectarray unit cell which is using first iteration of fractal's shape like Minkowski as a radiating element in the MRA design. Unlike in [11] , the employment of the fractal geometry (Minkowski) in a normal antenna design (direct feed by coaxial probe) was purposely to achieve multiband frequency operation and compactness. On the other hand, compared with the conventional structure, which are using basic square or rectangular shape as array elements [12] [13] [14] , this reflectarray unit cell is able to provide low insertion loss and acceptable phase range (phaseshift). With those advantages, a moderate aperture size of single layer passive microstrip reflectarray with practically used f /D ratio [15] is developed. This fixed beam microstrip reflectarray is capable of providing better realized gain (dB) with lower SLL at 11 GHz when compared with the conventional ones.
UNIT CELL DESIGN
The theoretical analysis is implemented using available full-wave simulation tool Computer Simulation Technology Microwave Studio (CST MWS). Basic building block for a single layer unit cell of reflectarray is designed at X-band frequency of 11 GHz. Minkowski, and basic square element geometry is proposed to be a resonant element shape for a periodic reflectarray structure separately. Fig. 1 shows the dimensions for both Minkowski and square element at the same resonant frequency of 11 GHz where the radiating patch with patch width m = 5.41 mm and v = 6.06 mm respectively is printed on the substrate material RF-35. The geometry of Minkowski is created using iteration factor as depicted in [16] . Generally, the value of s is smaller than m/3. In this work, a value of iteration factor, η = 0.75, is exploited in order to design the geometry of Minkowski. For the phase compensation, only patch dimension, m, is varied in percentage while the other parameters remain fixed. The periodicity of the unit cell reflectarray is based on the existing standard waveguide dimension. Fig. 2 (a) shows the geometry of rectangular waveguide (X-band) that has been used as a reference in term of its dimension to design a unit cell for reflectarray, and Fig. 2(b) shows a boundary condition in the simulation setup for TEM-mode propagation (Infinite Array Approach). Meanwhile, the rational of choosing the waveguide dimension in determining the size of reflectarray unit cell is for the ease of measuring the reflection coefficient. Substrate selection including material such as relative permittivity (ε r ), tangential loss (tan δ), thickness (t) and element periodicity (l × w) has been taken into account. Each element is designed to be printed on a substrate with thickness (t = 1.524 mm), tangential loss (tan δ = 0.0018), and relative permittivity (ε r = 3.54). Since the dimension of standard waveguide is a = 22.86 mm, b = 10.16 mm and p = 120 mm, a suitable periodicity of the unit cell reflectarray is l = 11.43 mm and w = 10.16 mm, with a copper thickness of 0.035 mm.
In the simulation, there is only one unit cell being excited using TEM-mode. In this mode, a unit cell is actually illuminated by a linearly polarized plane wave with a normal incidence angle. In the real world, there is no such way to excite the corresponding unit cell using TEM-mode propagation. Therefore, a real metallic waveguide is needed in order to measure the phase variation of the proposed unit cell configuration. In this case, a unit cell will be excited by a coaxial probe of the waveguide adapter which using TE 10 mode. Even though they are two different modes of excitation, it would not affect much on the overall performance of the unit cell itself because it just has the correlation with the angle of incidence. Angle of incidence actually does not strongly influence the resonant frequency since the elements are arranged in a close-packed [17] [18] .
PHASE-SHIFT OF A UNIT CELL
In this work, a coordinate system has been used to determine the progressive phase distribution on the microstrip reflectarray surface with a centered focal point that will produce a pencil beam in a direction of normal to the surface. Having said that, the equations expressed in (2) until (5) as below have been used to obtain the required phase-shift at each element [9, 13] . A diagram in Fig. 3 representing a reflectarray layout with a feed horn at its focal point will be helpful to understand the equations given below:
where: After obtaining the required phase-shift at the respective unit cells, a contour phase distribution on a rectangular reflectarray of 37 × 29 elements (422.91 × 294.64 mm 2 ) with f /D = 0.8 at 11 GHz is plotted as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Meanwhile, the 3D phase distribution, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , illustrates the equivalent conventional parabolic type of reflector on the reflectarray plane for the proposed MRA. 
SIMULATION RESULT

Reflectarray Unit Cell
Parameter sweep has been conducted on a single layer of reflectarray unit cell, and it has been specified to obtain a resonance frequency of 11 GHz. The geometry of resonant element patch is swept with a patch variation, n = ±2, from their resonant size which is n = 0. For example, n = +2 means the patch is 20% larger than its resonant size and vice versa. Fig. 5 shows a simulated reflection magnitude and phase-shift of the reflectarray unit cell at 11 GHz with Figure 5 . Reflection coefficient responses at f = 11 GHz.
Minkowski and Square shape element patch respectively. As can be seen, both reflectarray unit cells configurations exhibit at desired reflection magnitude which does not even reach 1 dB. Moreover, it can be observed from the figure below where the maximum achievable reflection phase range for the unit cell with Minkowski element (300 • ) is wider than unit cell with square element (250 • ). In terms of reflection, even though Minkowski patch (−0.35 dB = 92% reflection) has more losses compared to square patch (−0.17 dB = 96% reflection), by calculation both shapes still have about more than 90% reflection at resonant frequency (11 GHz), which comply with our design consideration (we are designing a reflector ). However, this characteristic is not our main concern but still included in the considerations. The concerns are more towards the gain and SLL that could be realized by the reflectarray using Minkowski and square element separately. From the simulation, we found that reflectarray which using Minkowski shape as array elements is managed to perform well compared to the other structure. Minkowski element is capable of providing wider phase range (300 • ) compared to square element (250 • ). Actually, at the first place, when we look at the patch distributions over the reflectarray surface (see Fig. 6 ), we can say that the structure with Minkowski elements will perform better because the structure has more patches compared to square. Having said that, even though the difference in the phase variation is only 50 • , it can still affect much in the overall performance of the reflectarray as this 50 • will cause the structure to have many regions with no radiating element at all. Consequently, due to this region, rise of the grating lobes and phase error will occur. As a result, it will reduce the efficiency, gain and HPBW simultaneously. 
Microstrip Reflectarray Antenna (MRA)
Based on the analysis of the reflectarray unit cell (phase-shift graph), patches with the appropriate phase delay could be distributed over the reflectarray plane. In order to investigate the performance of the proposed MRA structures, two prototypes of MRA have been designed and simulated using CST MWS and thus, it will be compared to each other. Fig. 6 illustrates the patch distributions over the reflectarray surface with a feed horn takes place at a focal point respectively. Obviously, it can be seen that reflectarray with Minkowski radiating elements is the structure most occupied by the radiating elements compared to the structure with square radiating elements. Actually, typical X-band rectangular pyramidal horn antenna (42×31 mm 2 ) that has gain around 12-13 dB has been used to be incorporated with the proposed microstrip reflectarray. The simulation of both MRAs is to investigate the performances of both proposed structures. The simulation results show the efficiency, realized gain, half-power beamwidth (HPBW) and SLL. Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the simulated 3-D farfield radiation pattern at 11 GHz for the corresponding MRA designs, respectively. Fig. 7(a) shows that the realized gain of the MRA with square shape is 27.41 dB with a total efficiency −0.1941 dB or 95.6 %, while Fig. 7(b) indicates the realized gain of the MRA with the fractal shape (Minkowski) is 29.62 dB with a total efficiency of −0.3947 dB or 91.3%. Meaning, there is a gain increment around 14.4 dB and 16.6 dB for Microstrip Reflectarray Antenna with square and Minkowski elements respectively. Figure 8 shows the Cartesian plot of the radiation patterns at 11 GHz in E-plane. Observation from the Cartesian plot where the SLL for both MRAs (Minkowski and square) obviously can be predicted, which are around −25 dB and −19 dB, respectively. Besides, the HPBW could be obtained from the same graph as well which is about 3.7 • and 3.6 • for Minkowski and square reflectarray, respectively.
Overall, from the simulation results obtained, it is found that MRA with Minkowski radiating elements is able to perform better than conventional MRA with square shape of radiating elements. As expected, the MRA with Minkowski shape of radiating elements may provide higher realized gain, good total efficiency as well as very low SLL due to its wider reflection phase range (300 • ) compared to the MRA with square elements (250 • ).
The wider reflection phase means higher number of radiating elements occupying the reflectarray surface. When lower number of radiating elements takes place on the reflectarray surface, there will be many spaces with no radiating element at all. As a consequence, the particular spaces or positions which do not occupy any radiating element with the appropriate phase shift will contribute to phase error. The increase of phase error will significantly increase the side-lobe level and thus reduce the gain for the MRA itself. The simulation results for both MRA designs are summarized in Table 1 : 
Unit Cell with Minkowski Element
A desired configuration of reflectarray unit cell (Minkowski element) has been chosen to undergo the validation procedure. Five configurations of reflectarray unit cell with different patch variations (n = −2, −1, 0, 1, 2) have been fabricated to cover the desired frequency range (11 GHz) . In this work, the reflection phase variation measurement is done using existing standard X-band rectangular metallic waveguide (22.86 × 10.16 mm 2 ) with p = 120 mm which has been excited by a coaxial probe of the waveguide adapter. As usual, a standard coaxial calibration procedure (open, short, load) is conducted before the measurement is being executed.
The experimental result of the corresponding reflectarray unit cell has been compared with the waveguide-based simulation result. The comparison is made based on its variation of the reflection phase. The graphs of reflection phase for both simulated and measured results are plotted according to their patch variation as shown in Fig. 9 . As expected, a small phase shift as well as the reflection phase range is observed when compared with the experimental and simulated result. This might be due to the thickness of the glue that has been used to assemble the reflectarray unit cell to a reference plane. Furthermore, probably a shifting in the reflection phase which is around 5 • to 20 • and the reflection phase range difference (∼ 3 • ) are caused by the misalignment or imperfect cutting-edge of the reflectarray unit cell under test. However, the agreement between simulated and measured reflection phases is considered good enough since its pattern correlates well to each other. Table 2 shows a tabulated data from both simulation and measurement. 
MRA with Minkowski Elements
In practice, the measurement is required to be performed in an appropriate anechoic chamber. A measured far-field radiation pattern for the MRA could be obtained, and it was compared with the simulated radiation pattern provided by the simulation tool, CST MWS software. Fig. 10(a) shows the fabricated microstrip reflectarray after the cleaning process, while Fig. 10(b) shows the prototype of MRA in the anechoic chamber during the measurement of the radiation pattern. Figure 11 (a) shows a measured 3D radiation pattern for the MRA. As can be seen, the main beam of the radiation pattern is directional because the MRA is a high-gain type of antenna. Meanwhile, Fig. 11(b) shows the comparison between simulated and measured radiation patterns for the MRA in Cartesian plot. Both radiation patterns are plotted in the range of −90 • to 90 • , and the magnitude of the radiation pattern has been normalized for better viewing and easy to analyze. By referring to Fig. 11(b) , the SLL and HPBW for both simulation and measurement could be summarized as in Table 3 . Besides, it can be observed that there was a slight difference in terms of their HPBW and SLL, due to the fabrication tolerance and misalignment during measurement setup. However, both results correlate well to each other since the pattern is similar. 
